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Phononic metamaterials rely on the presence of resonances in a structured medium to control the propagation of elastic waves. Their response depends on the geometry of their fundamental building blocks. A major challenge in metamaterials design is the realization of basic building blocks that can be tuned dynamically. Here, a metamaterial plate is realized that can be dynamically tuned by harnessing geometric and magnetic nonlinearities in the individual unit cells. The proposed tuning mechanism allows a stiffness variability of the individual unit cells and can control the amplitude of transmitted excitation through the plate over three orders of magnitude. The concepts can be extended to metamaterials at different scales, and they can be applied in a broad range of engineering applications, from seismic shielding at low frequency to ultrasonic cloaking at higher frequency ranges.

Phonons are lattice vibrations that are responsible for the propagation of sound, vibrations (at low frequencies) and heat (at higher frequencies). Our ability to understand and control phonons in these different domains are of extreme importance for practical applications and engineering devices, such as acoustic lenses and cloaking materials.\(^1\)\(^–\)\(^4\) Phononic crystals and metamaterials are material systems that exploit the geometry and elastic properties of basic building blocks (the unit cells), often repeating in space, to manipulate phonons and redirect energy. Elastic metamaterials can present peculiar properties, such as negative effective density and stiffness.\(^5\)\(^–\)\(^7\) Phononic materials can be designed to present bandgaps, which are frequency ranges where waves can’t propagate. When the metamaterials present resonances in their fundamental unit cells, the bandgaps can occur at subwavelength frequencies, reflecting waves with wavelengths much larger than the size of the unit cells.\(^8\)

The linear response of phononic crystals and metamaterials has been studied extensively.\(^9\) However, the number of studies concerning nonlinear phononic materials is quite scarce in comparison to linear analyses.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^9\) The richness of the dynamic responses arising in nonlinear metamaterials is substantial, including phenomena with no linear parallel, such as bifurcations, chaos, and solitary waves formation.\(^10\)\(^–\)\(^18\) Metamaterials, both linear and nonlinear, can be used for filtering,\(^1\)\(^4\) localization,\(^1\)\(^5\) focusing,\(^16,\)\(^17\) lensing,\(^1\)\(^8\) cloaking,\(^19\) and guiding of waves.\(^20,\)\(^21\) Potential applications of phononic metamaterials vary across a broad range of scales, from seismic wave protection\(^22\) to heat shielding.\(^23\)

Owing to their physical realization, locally resonant metamaterials retain narrow subwavelength bandgaps. Moreover, the fixed geometry and dimensions of the unit cell set a hardbound on the central frequency of the operational bandwidth. There exist many demonstrations of tunable phononic crystals (such as in references\(^24,\)\(^25\) and the references within), some of which utilize an external magnetic field.\(^26\)\(^–\)\(^28\) Other methods to tune phononic metamaterials include piezo shunting,\(^29\) cell symmetry relaxation,\(^30\) embedded electromagnets,\(^31\) static loading,\(^32\) granular contacts,\(^33,\)\(^34\) and acoustic trapping.\(^35\) However, these metamaterials either lack the locality of element-wise programming, they continuously consume energy, or lack the ability to switch dynamically between desired material functionalities. Moreover, most existing tunable metamaterials require direct contact between the metamaterial and the programming method. Obtaining element-wise and real-time programmability of metamaterials, in a reversible manner, would allow their applications in new sensors, filters, and switches. Here, we realize a metamaterial plate that uses nonlinear interactions between its unit cells and an external magnetic potential. This allows dynamic tuning of the wave propagation, within 300 ms, controlling the frequency range of deep subwavelength bandgaps. We refer to our metamaterial as reprogrammable, because it can be dynamically tuned spatio-temporally and the tuning is reversible.

The realized metamaterial plate is composed of spiral-spring unit cells,\(^36\) periodically repeated in the \(x\) - and \(y\) -directions to form a \(28 \times 20\) array (Figure 1a,b). Each unit cell is composed of four concentric Archimedean spirals with a magnet embedded in its center. The resonators have a quality factor, \(Q\), of \(\approx 52\) (see Supporting Information). This design has the ability to attenuate a range of ultralow frequencies in all directions, supporting the formation of a complete bandgap between 89 and 126 Hz (gray shaded region in Figure 1c). The out-of-plane unit cell mode shape, at the edge of the attenuated range is responsible for forming the bandgap. Varying the stiffness of this
particular mode, it is possible to tune the edge of the bandgap to higher or lower frequencies. We use noncontact magnetic forces to vary the stiffness of the unit cells (by displacing the spring in and out of plane) and tune the metamaterial’s dispersion relation. Underneath the metamaterial plate, we place an array of permanent magnets (referred to as the “tuning magnets”), used to create a controllable magnetic potential that can be tuned by moving the magnets closer to or further away from the metamaterial plate (along the $z$-axis). As the magnets approach the unit cells, repulsion forces intensify nonlinearly (Figure S1, Supporting Information). When the tuning magnets are close to the metamaterial plate, the unit cells transform from a 2D, “flat” configuration into a 3D, “programmed” geometry, Figure 1a,b. This shape change alters the effective stiffness of the resonators and the calculated dispersion relation (see Figure S2, Supporting Information) of the plate (Figure 1c).

We confirmed this experimentally, measuring the transmission spectrum of harmonic elastic vibrations propagating through the plate (Figure 1d), (see the Experimental Section and Supporting Information). The gray shaded region in Figure 1d is the predicted bandgap range corresponding to Figure 1c. When the tuning magnets are close to the plate (“programmed” configuration) the bandgap edge shifts to around 96 Hz within the bandgap area of the “flat” configuration. This shows a binary (digital) programmability of the material, at a given frequency, from transmission to no-transmission states and vice versa. However, by controlling the strength of the magnetic field (i.e., the position of the magnetic tuning stage), the material’s programmability can be used either as a binary (On/Off transmission) or analog. In order to show the analog (continuous) programmability of the phononic properties of the material, we plot the measured transmission amplitude as a function of the distance between the tuning magnets and the plate, in Figure 1e. The zero point is defined as the first full transmission value, after which the system is in a pass band. Before full transmission, the material shows continuous tuning behavior, from complete attenuation to full transmission in a linear fashion (the fitted dashed blue line considers only the black dots before full transmission). This corresponds to a transmission tunability that spans approximately three orders of magnitude.

In order to investigate the tunability of the metamaterial in time, we first model the transformation of a single unit cell from the flat (2D) to programmed (3D) configuration and vice
versa. We use finite element analysis to determine the effective stiffness of the unit cell for the different measured magnetic forces from Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Then, we formulate the equation of motion of the system using the stiffness of the unit cell and the tuning time to calculate the initial oscillations of the resonator center around its equilibrium position (overshoot). In our current configuration, chosen as a proof of principle, the linear stage controlling the array of magnets can tune the geometry of the unit cells in \( \approx 300 \) ms. This tuning speed leads to a maximum overshoot of the center of the resonator from its final position of about 0.5\% (Figure 2a).

It is worth noting that the center of the unit cell oscillates around \( \approx 89 \) Hz when transforming from 3D to 2D and around \( \approx 105 \) Hz from 2D to 3D. These two frequencies correlate to the lower edge of the bandgap in the flat and the programmed configurations. The increase in the resonance frequency from 89 to 105 Hz is due to the added stiffness to the mode shape at the edge of the bandgap. This tuning speed can be significantly increased, using either a faster stage or electromagnets in place of the permanent magnets. We use the same model to calculate the deflection overshoot as a function of tuning time in a log–log plot in Figure 2b. This suggests an overshoot of as low as 1\% for a tuning time of 10 ms.

In order to demonstrate the ability to change the metamaterial's phononic properties in time, we program the magnetic array underneath the metaplate (fixed to a linear stage) to move up and down in different time windows (Figure 2c-top). We continuously excite the system harmonically at 96 Hz and measure the transmission through the material at the blue and red dots in Figure 1b. The measured transmitted wave inside the tuned spirals (blue line in Figure 1c-center) follows the programmed temporal pattern (black line in Figure 1c-top), showing a clear distinction between transmission and no-transmission states. The measured transmitted wave signal at the red dot (outside the controlled region) is immune to the changes taking place in the rest of the system (red line in Figure 1c-bottom), despite the fact that the red dot is only three unit cells away from the transmission guide. This implies robustness of the system and shows the locality of the element-wise control of the unit cells in the metamaterial. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the transmission signal inside the controlled region (Figure 1c-center) for the time windows in both configurations.

**Figure 2.** Metamaterial temporal programming: a) Numerical analysis of the interaction between the magnetic field and a single unit cell deflection of 1 mm when transformed from 2D to 3D (and vice versa) within 300 ms time interval and the transient deflection overshoot in the zoomed in inset. b) The deflection overshoot error percentage plotted as a function of switching speeds ranging from 10 \( \mu \)s to 2 s. c) Preprogrammed temporal pattern of the metamaterial in time (top), transmitted signal at the blue dot in Figure 1b within the programmed region (center), and the transmitted signal at the red dot in Figure 1b outside the programmed guide. The utilized stage can move between the two programming positions (i.e., On/Off) in \( \approx 300 \) ms. d) FFT of the transmitted signal when the unit cell is 3D “programmed” and 2D “flat.”
flat and programmed is plotted in Figure 2d. The FFT for the “programmed” state shows the single frequency content of the transmitted signal, while the “flat” state FFT demonstrates the absence of any significant frequency content. Moreover, the behavior of the system doesn’t deteriorate over time after repeating the switching cycles ≈1000 times, indicating the absence of plastic deformation or damage in the material.

To investigate the wave propagation characteristics throughout the entire plate, we first select two different frequencies; one within the pass band ($f_1 = 84$ Hz) and the other in the stop band frequency ($f_2 = 96$ Hz). We excite the plate with out-of-plane, harmonic vibrations on its top side, using a mechanical shaker (see the Experimental Section) with $f_1$ and $f_2$ separately. We scan the plate using a laser vibrometer to record the wave velocity at the center of each unit cell. Then we plot the transmission data for each of the frequencies as a heat map (Figure 3a,b). Within the pass band frequency ($f_1 = 84$ Hz), Figure 2a, full propagation of the wave throughout the plate exists. In the stop band frequency $f_2$, we record an exponential decay in transmission amplitude (Figure 2b). In both cases, there is an intense radial wave field close to the source (top center of the plate), because of the inherent damping of the material (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

We note that the displacement of the plate due to its resonant modes cannot be resolved in the measured signals, as it correlates to much lower frequencies.

To explore the limits of the element-wise control and exploit the versatility of the presented platform, we control the spatial energy propagation designing more “complex” waveguides on the metamaterial plate. Because of the ability to tune individual elements, it is possible to create a vast number of wave guiding configurations. If a higher resolution wave-guiding ability is needed, it is possible to add more unit cells in both directions. We choose to present one of these configurations, which resemble an ETH logo (Figure 3c,d; Movie S1, Supporting Information). Similar to the former wave propagation scans in Figure 3a,b, we excite the plate harmonically from the middle of its top side, and scan the transmission pattern throughout the plate. The intensity of the transmitted waves (Figure 3d) clearly highlights the logo’s profile. It should be noted that the letters E, T, and H are close to the vibration source and they expand the radial decaying pattern observed in Figure 3a,b to span the entire plate width. It is evident that the metamaterial requires 3–4 unit cells to significantly attenuate the waves. This decay distance should be accounted for in the design of potential applications. The ability to tune the individual cells continuously (analog tuning) presented in Figure 1e, allows the realization of metamaterial plates with an infinite number of possible wave propagation pathways.

---

**Figure 3.** Metamaterial spatial programming: a,b) Particle velocity scans of the metamaterial when excited at the top-center harmonically within a pass band (a) and a stop band (b). c,d) The ETH logo programmed using magnetic potentials (c) and its corresponding scan when excited harmonically at 96 Hz (d).
The experiments discussed show the ability to tune the dynamic response of the plate either in time (Figure 2) or in space (Figure 3). In many practical applications, however, it is desirable to be able to reconfigure dynamically the spatial propagation of waves in a medium, for example, to selectively mitigate vibrations in precise areas of a surface, which could vary with time. Our proposed metamaterial plate achieves this functionality by varying the position of the tuning magnets in space and time, simultaneously.

We demonstrate this experimentally in a waveguide with a 90 degrees bending angle, which redirects excitations from the top side of the plate to a different position along the right edge (marked with an “x” in Figure 4a). We create this waveguide using magnets mounted on a movable rail. To visualize the dynamics of the plate, we use a laser scanning vibrometer and plot the vibration amplitude transmitted through the plate in Figure 4b. The time signal of the propagating wave at time $t = 0$ s is presented in Figure 4c. We then program the horizontal stage to move toward the lower edge of the waveguide, Figure 4d. When the stage stops (at time $t = 18$ s), we scan the plate once more to observe the change in wave transmission through the waveguide (Figure 4e). Similar to the data presented in Figure 4c, we record the time signal at the green X mark in Figure 4f. Both panels c and f in Figure 4 show the immunity of the transmitted signal to noise, when the waveguide is evolving from one state to the other. The time spanned between the two states (from the blue X to the green X) can be reduced significantly by using faster stages or by utilizing
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**Figure 4.** Metamaterial spatio-temporal programming: a) Vertical wave-guiding channel, with a bend toward the top left corner (blue X marker) of the plate. b) Experimental scan of transmitted waves throughout the spatially programmed pattern in (a). c) The measured transmission signal at the blue X marker in time. d) The reprogrammed metamaterial, now with a bend toward the green X marker. f) Measured time signal at the green X marker during the reprogramming process. e) Experimental scan of the transmitted signal through the metamaterial after the reprogramming.
emagnetic tuning elements for controlling the individual resonators.

This work presents the design and the experimental realization of a tunable phononic metamaterial with programmable deep subwavelength bandgaps. We dynamically control the wave propagation through the metamaterial, switching the signal in time and guiding it in space, using a noninvasive element-wise magnetic potential. This reversible “programmability” of the metamaterial, resolved at the unit cell level, can have impact in the design of advanced functional materials, programmable matter and transducers for acoustic imaging, lensing, and nondestructive evaluation devices.

**Experimental Section**

For the fabrication of the metamaterial this study utilized a Fortus 400 3D printer by Stratasys. The lattice spacing between the metamaterial unit cells was 12.5 mm. Cylindrical neodymium-nickel-plated magnets, with a 3 mm diameter and a 2 mm thickness, were embedded in the center of each unit cell. The utilized printing material was polycarbonate with Young’s modulus of 2.3 GPa and density of 1200 Kg m\(^{-3}\), as provided by the supplier. The measured quality factor of the metamaterial was \(Q = 52\) (Figure S3, Supporting Information). A medium-density fiberboard (MDF) plate with 28 × 16 cylindrical holes was placed underneath the metamaterial plate. Each hole can fit a magnet strong enough to tune the phononic properties of the metamaterial (by transforming the unit cells from 2D to 3D). The array of control magnets with a 5 mm diameter and 4 mm thickness was placed on a movable stage, byslide of type PK206-03A-P1, below the array of unit cells, to tune the intensity of the magnetic field. For the space-time reprogrammability in Figure 4, two independent MDF plates (13 × 3 and 16 × 4 magnets) were mounted perpendicular to each other on a linear stage, with the ability to move in the x–y plane. Then the joint part (the two perpendicular stages) was mounted on a vertical linear stage to achieve the mobility in the z direction.

Mechanical oscillations in the metamaterial were excited using a Mini-shaker (Brüel & Kjær Type 4810) with an audio amplifier (Topping TP22), and were then optically detected by a laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec OFV-505 with an OFV-5000 decoder, using a VD-06 decoder card). A drop of glue mixed with micro glass spheres was added to the center of each resonator (targeted by the laser Doppler vibrometer for measurements) to enhance the quality of the reflected signal. A lock-in amplifier from Zürich Instruments (HF2LI) was used to filter the signal. The transmission in Figure 1d,e was defined as the ratio between the measured velocity signals by the laser vibrometer at the point of interest over the one measured at the input (at the shaker location). The magnetic forces were characterized using a standard compression test with an Instron E3000. The dispersion curves were obtained using 3D finite element assumption Bloch boundary conditions in both x- and y-directions, while the z-direction had a free boundary (See Supporting Information). The numerical analysis in Figure 2a,b incorporates the experimentally measured magnetic forces (see the Supporting Information). The time series in Figure 2c, 4c,f were obtained using an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO3014) and filtered using a pass-band filter at 96 Hz with a window width of 80 Hz. The FFT in Figure 2d was calculated on the raw (unfiltered) signal. All the numerical simulations were done in COMSOL 5.1 using the structural mechanics module.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the authors.
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